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Monitoring systems developed for laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) metal additive
manufacturing (AM) can be useful in qualifying parts. Aerospace applications often require
nondestructive evaluation (NDE) as part of a damage tolerance approach. However, AM poses a
challenge for NDE due to the typical part size and complexity. In situ monitoring can potentially
take advantage of the layer-wise manufacturing process to inspect the part as it is built. This
requires correlating indications in the monitoring data with the formation of flaws in the finished
part. To develop this correlation, LPBF samples were made with seeded voids. Destructive serial
sectioning metallography was used to provide ground truth flaw characterization. The resolution
capability of in situ monitoring was compared to the typical NDE method, computed tomography
(CT). In situ monitoring was able to detect the presence of voids that were below the detection
limit of CT but observable using serial sectioning metallography.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation and Objective
There are a wide range of monitoring systems being researched and developed for metal
laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) additive manufacturing (AM) machines. Commercial
applications typically use visual or thermal sensors to collect layer-by-layer data during the AM
build. This leaves the interpretation to the user for evaluating whether the process events
detected will affect the structural integrity of the finished component. Development of
algorithms can help automate the post-build data processing by identifying outliers in the data.
Forming a basis for determining which regions of a build correspond to potential voids or
inclusions requires ground truth data obtained through destructive metallography. The hypothesis
of this thesis is that in situ data collected contains signals that are characteristic of the presence
of voids or inclusions within the finished part. By comparison with resolution limits of
nondestructive evaluation (NDE), in situ monitoring can provide an improvement in qualifying
AM components. This is critical for AM space flight components since the NASA certification
approach requires comprehensive NDE of the surface and volume of a component. If improved
flaw detection capability can be obtained from an in situ monitoring system, this method could
be used to supplement or replace post-build NDE to certify large, complex space flight
components.
This thesis uses data collected with a commercially available, near-infrared monitoring
system. The goal of this research is to determine if this data provides improvements in resolution
for inspection of AM parts as compared with current NDE methods that relate different intensity
values to different material densities. Due to the complex geometries and irregular surfaces of
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many AM parts, ultrasonic inspection often cannot access or interpret parts for volumetric
inspection. Radiography can penetrate an entire part, but interpretation of superimposed features
may be unreliable. Computed tomography (CT) uses x-rays to inspect the part from various
angles that are then reconstructed into a three-dimensional representation of the part. Although
CT is most commonly used for AM inspection, its detection capability has physical limitations.
The higher energy x-rays required to penetrate large, dense parts necessitate a larger focal spot
size, which limits the attainable feature resolution.

1.2 Organization
Chapter 2 will introduce metal AM fundamentals, void formation mechanisms, defect
classifications, in situ monitoring systems, the material system of interest, the role of heat
treatment, and NDE capabilities. Chapter 3 will cover the experimental methods and equipment
used in this study. This includes the design of the AM build to introduce voids, the in situ
monitoring system used, and the post-build characterization and analysis methodology approach.
Chapter 4 reports the results of the data analysis and correlation of data sets obtained. Chapter 5
summarizes and contextualizes the findings with regards to resolution limits. Chapter 6 suggests
future work towards an improved seeded flaw build for establishing a correlation between in situ
monitoring data and flaw state in a metal AM build.

2

BACKGROUND
2.1 Additive Manufacturing
AM has increased in maturity and popularity in the last ten years. Polymer AM has
evolved from large commercial equipment to desktop 3D printing in businesses and homes
around the world. Lagging behind polymers, the value proposition of metal AM limits its
applications to complex components – often made from materials that are difficult to
subtractively machine – such as those found in the aerospace, defense, medical, energy, and
transportation industriesi. In spite of the investment cost in terms of size and complexity, the user
base for metal AM grows each year. Many propulsion elements in aerospace applications are
well suited to metal AM, as their complex geometries are difficult and time consuming to form
by machining and joining multiple parts. For the pogo z-baffle in the RS-25 engine, the heritage
subtractive machining and welding processes would typically take 9-10 months. By using LPBF
AM, the same part was manufactured in 9 days ii by reducing the number of welded joints from
127 to 4.iii Although there are various metal AM processes, this study will focus on LPBF.

2.1.1 Laser Powder Bed Fusion
The basic LPBF process consists of laying down a 20-40 μm powder layer by dragging
powder across the build area with a recoater blade, then consolidating the part cross-section with
a laser. The process is repeated layer-by-layer to build the desired part geometry. Although the
LPBF AM process can reduce fabrication time compared to traditional or heritage
manufacturing, it is prone to the formation of internal voids or trapping of inclusions in the
material through several mechanisms. Tony Rollett, Carnegie Mellon Next Manufacturing
Center Co-Director, remarked:
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Most people think you shine a laser light on the surface of a metal powder,
the light is absorbed by the material, and it melts the metal into a melt pool.
In actuality, you’re really drilling a hole into the metal. iv

Figure 1: Laser powder bed fusion melt pool dynamics. Adapted from Wang, et al (2020). v

LPBF is a very dynamic process, as shown in the visual representation of Figure 1. Voids
can be formed due to variations in the melt pool temperature, size, or shape, particularly melt
pool depth. These variations can arise from heat build-up due to changing geometries within a
part such as corners and variations in thickness.
Although the plume of spatter particles ejected from the melt pool is directed away from
the build process by the inert gas flow in the chamber, agglomerated particles can still land back
on the part and become trapped in the build as inclusions. Variations in the powder layer
thickness resulting from inclusions, short feeding, part warping, or a damaged recoater blade can
also result in voids. One of the key metrics in a laser powder bed fusion process is the volumetric
energy density, defined as:
𝑃

𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑉𝐻𝐿
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(Eq. 1)vi

where P is laser power, V is laser velocity, H is hatch spacing, and L is layer thickness.
Variations in energy density caused by decreased power or speed are some of the main causes of
flaws in laser powder bed fusion, along with other process escapes.

2.2 In Situ Monitoring
There are many different types of in situ monitoring systems for different AM
processes.vii, viii Some monitor the material consolidation process, such as the melt pool size and
temperature in LPBF, which may be correlated to flaws in the material. Others inspect the
consolidated material between build layers and are potentially capable of observing flaws
directly. Visual or profilometry sensors can only view the top surface, thus the flaws most likely
to be detected are geometrical protrusions or indentations, caused by inclusions or voids,
respectively. Many of these systems also inspect the recoated powder layer, so ridges due to a
broken recoater, jitter in the recoater motion, or short feeding could also be detected. These
distinctions are shown in the columns of Figure 2.

Figure 2: Distinguishing Types of In Situ Monitoring Systems

More advanced in situ monitoring systems use an excitation source and monitor the
response, which can be classified as active (as opposed to passive) monitoring. For example,
infrared thermography uses a flash bulb to slightly heat the surface and record its emission as
heat is conducted into the part to observe any irregularities. Laser ultrasonics use two different
lasers to generate and receive ultrasonic pulses at the surface of the part. Ultrasonic waves travel
through the material and bounce off internal reflectors, such as volumetric voids or inclusions.
5

Eddy current array systems induce an electromagnetic field in the surface of the part and monitor
any interruptions. These active monitoring systems adapt existing NDE methods and have the
most potential for detecting irregularities, even through previous layers of deposited material. ix
Currently, most commercially available in situ monitoring systems passively record data.
It is then up to the user to analyze and interpret the data collected. Some systems provide the
methodology for some rudimentary level analysis of the data for irregularities and generate a
post-build report. Few commercially available systems are capable of real-time analysis to
actually stop the process based on pre-established metrics. Adaptive control, changing
parameters in response to closed-loop feedback control, is widely used with directed energy
deposition (DED) AM, but has not been implemented for LPBF in any commercial setting.
In situ monitoring has been identified as a key research and development opportunity
area for the implementation of additive manufacturing in high consequence applications, where
part failure could impact public safety or have a large economic impact, according to a
collaborative report published by NIST.x Desired research areas include the development of
more novel sensing systems, multi-sensor registration and data fusion, tailoring thermal history
to limit flaw formation, and adaptive feedback methods.

2.2.1 Use Cases
In situ monitoring provides a large data base generated during the build process. So
much, in fact, that it can be difficult to transmit, process, and store. But how can this data be
interpreted? Two different approaches will be considered.
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2.2.1.1 Process Control Approach
A process control approach is essentially the technology-driven evolution of keeping an
eye on the build. More subtle variations in the process may be captured by monitoring systems
before they could catch the attention of the human eye. If these systems include real-time
analysis, they can give an alert or stop the build when an irregularity is detected. Some
indications may be false positives – indications in the monitoring data that do not correspond to
an anomaly in the part. Especially in laser powder fusion, single layer irregularities can be healed
in the next layer because melt pools are more than a layer deep.
Post-build analysis can also be used in a process control approach. Manual review of the
monitoring data is possible, but due to the large number of layers, it is usually preferred to use
analysis algorithms. However, algorithms can potentially miss indications that the human eye
can see. There are many different image analysis approaches that have been applied to in situ
monitoring data. The state of the art is trending towards using machine learning methods such as
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for detecting anomalies in build data.
Monitoring data can also be used for comparisons between builds, or comparing different
parameters sets used in the same build, which can be useful for build parameter development.
For example, high speed spatter monitoring may show which parameter set creates the least
spatter particles. For build-to-build comparison, the user would need to determine metrics that
can be compared. Detecting differences in build quality over time could be used to supplement
witness part testing for long-term statistical process control. A process control approach may
identify areas to investigate with NDE, but would not be used to conclude that there is a flaw in
the part.
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2.2.1.2 Part Quality Approach
The key feature of a part quality approach is that monitoring data can be used as a
quantitative indicator of part quality based on proven, causal correlations between monitoring
data and flaws in finished parts. Establishing this correlation requires a fundamental
understanding of flaw formation mechanisms related to monitoring data signatures. It also
requires demonstration of the relationship between monitoring signatures and flaws in finished
parts. It can be difficult to establish this correlation through naturally occurring flaws, because
their occurrence cannot be predicted. Induced flaws can help establish this correlation, but
seeded flaws programmed into the part geometry may not resemble the nature of actual processresulting flaws. Establishing the correlation to final flaw state also requires destructive
metallographic analysis of some samples to characterize the size and nature of resulting flaws.
Mechanical testing may be needed to determine the effects of defects on mechanical properties.
Using in situ monitoring as a quantitative indicator of part quality would require a rigorous
approach to data handling; each indication would need to be recorded, investigated, and
dispositioned based on established acceptance criteria to determine its effect on part quality.

2.3 AM Flaw Definitions
This section will identify common AM process events that lead to flaws in finished parts,
with a focus on which in situ monitoring modalities may be able to detect them. To define some
terms, a process event is anything that occurs during the AM process. There are some inherent
AM process events that can cause flaws in the part, but are usually identified during the
development of suitable process parameters. These are considered part of the inherent flaw
distribution of LPBF. A process signature is an indication in the in situ monitoring data
associated with a process event. A process anomaly is an irregularity in the process that could
8

possibly cause a flaw, and can be part of the inherent distribution or a rogue occurrence. A flaw
is a part feature in error, including geometrical errors such as warping, or internal features such
as cracks and voids. Volumetric voids are holes in the part containing trapped powder, gas, or
vacuum. A pore is a void that is open to the surface. The detection and characterization of a flaw
is an example of a part quality metric. This is shown visually in Figure 3.

Figure 3: In Situ Monitoring Terminology from ASTM E3353-22xi

2.3.1 Keyhole or Vapor Depression Voids
One of the main flaws formed is related to the melt pool depth where vapor depression,
or keyhole voids can form. The keyhole mode refers to a deeper melt pool caused by high energy
density.xii During a build process using uniform parameter settings, local variations in energy
density can occur where the laser changes velocity–i.e., direction–at a turning point. Vapor
depression voids form when a deep melt pool collapses, as shown in Figure 4. These voids
contain the inert gas that fills the AM build chamber to protect the material from oxidation. xiii
This is often argon, although some processes use nitrogen.xiv
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Figure 4: Vapor depression (keyhole) formation and collapse, creating a void filled with inert shielding gasxiii

Keyhole voids are considered difficult to detect with visual monitoring methods because
they are relatively small voids that form beneath the surface of the current build layer. On the
smaller end they are in the 20-50 μm range; larger keyhole voids can be in the 80-120 μm range.
Because they are formed due to high energy density, the conditions for their formation may be
detectable with sensors measuring melt emissions in the near-infrared or infrared range.

2.3.2 Lack of Fusion
Similarly, lack-of-fusion (LOF) voids form where there is low energy density. This can
be caused by soot and spatter–byproducts of the LPBF process–blocking the laser or obscuring
the lens. This results in a shallow melt pool, causing incomplete melt in of the powder layer. This
can leave behind a combination of unfused powder and gas-filled voids.xv These voids are slitshaped, which can be a concern for fatigue resistance due to the stress concentration. xvi They are
typically at least 30 μm in size. Again, these would be difficult to detect visually from the top
surface, but a thermal monitoring system may be able to detect the low energy density condition.
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2.3.3 Microstructure
Changes in microstructure that could occur include deleterious phase formation,
elemental segregation, dendritic spacing size, contamination (nonconforming to chemical
composition, e.g. excess oxygen), or inclusions (unintended foreign debris, e.g. spatter particle).
Of these, only spatter particles could be tracked by an in situ monitoring system. Sensors in line
with the optical path of the laser would not be likely to detect spatter particles. However, camerabased sensors viewing the entire build plate would be likely to detect spatter particles.

2.3.4 Build Interruptions
Built interruptions that can cause flaws include stopping and restarting a build; recoater
jamming, skipping, or damage; and build file errors such as multiple exposures per layer. Most
build interruptions should be detectable by in situ monitoring systems. Build restarts would be
evident in any thermal monitoring system because of the unique thermal signature of the first
build layer. For many other systems, the time stamps on the data would indicate that a pause had
occurred. Recoater issues would be most apparent in powder layer monitoring systems.
However, lasing over an uneven powder layer visibly changes the laser color and likely affects
the thermal emissions. Build errors such as double exposures would be most apparent in thermal
process monitoring systems.

2.3.5 Cracks
Cracking typically occurs as the part cools. This is a concern for in situ monitoring
systems that cannot inspect previous layers, unless the crack happens to be open to the top
surface. Only in situ NDE technologies could detect cracking in the part interior. X-ray or
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ultrasonic inspection can penetrate the part to inspect the volume. Acoustic in situ monitoring is
a growing field and holds promise for detecting cracks as they form.

2.3.6 Geometrical Errors
Geometrical variation from the desired shape and size of the part can be considered an
undesirable build attribute and applies to both internal and external geometries. A typical
example of geometrical variation would be sagging of an overhang or distortion due to residual
stress. Thermal monitoring systems would probably not detect these changes, unless the part
protruding above or below the build plane caused uneven powder spreading. This would most
likely be detected in the melt emission. Top layer imaging and layer height mapping such as
laser profilometry or structured light scanning should be able to detect these variations.

2.4 Superalloys
Superalloys are high performance alloys that can retain their strength at 0.6 to 0.9 times
the absolute melting point temperature. This makes them useful for many applications,
particularly in the aerospace industry. There are three main classes of superalloys: nickel-, iron-,
and cobalt-based. Superalloys can be either solid solution or precipitation strengthened. The
latter is preferred for increased strength in more demanding applications, such as the hot sections
of gas turbine engines.xvii

2.4.1 NASA HR-1
NASA HR-1 is an Fe-Ni-based superalloy, sometimes referred to as a dilute Ni-based
superalloy, that was developed at NASA Marshall Space Flight Center and is derived from A286 and JBK-75 by tailoring for high strength and resistance to high-pressure hydrogen
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environment embrittlement (HEE), oxidation, and corrosion. xviii The composition of HR-1 is
given in Table 1.
Table 1: Composition of NASA HR-1xviii
Element:
Wt%:

Ni
3335%

Fe
2933%

Cr
1416%

Co
3.03.5%

Ti
2.52.7%

Mo
1.82.2%

W
1.52.0%

V
0.30.5%

Al
0.20.3%

Other
<0.072%

Nickel, iron, and chromium are the main constituent elements designed to retain the face
centered cubic (FCC) structure at room temperature. The tertiary phase diagram shown in Figure
5 can be used to understand the phase composition of the matrix. Additional elements in the
alloy promote the formation of the strengthening precipitates. According to NASA, the improved
HEE resistance is due to modifying the γ-matrix composition by adding strengthening elements,
increasing the volume fraction of γ’ precipitates, and keeping grain boundaries free of η
precipitates. xviii These possible phases are described in Table 2.

Figure 5: Fe-Ni-Cr Ternary Phase Diagramxix
Table 2: Potential Phases of NASA HR-1xviii
Phase
Symbol
Elemental Composition

Matrix
γ
Fe-Ni-Cr

Strengthening Precipitate
γ’
Ni3(Al, Ti)
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Secondary Phase
η
Ni3Ti

2.5 Heat Treatment
The typical heat treatment for LPBF AM material includes stress relief, hot isostatic
pressing (HIP), and homogenization for solid solution strengthened materials. The HIP and
homogenization may be combined into one step if the time in the HIP furnace can be extended.
For precipitation strengthened materials, additional solution and age treatments are used to
promote the strengthening mechanism. Due to the fast local cooling rates in LPBF, the large
temperature gradients result in residual stress within the material.
In a heritage manufacturing process, the alloy of interest is cast and the solidification rate
controlled to provide the desired microstructure for any subsequent hot or cold working for
further microstructure modification and control of the mechanical properties. This produces
wrought alloys available in a variety of simple shapes that can then be subtractive machined
and/or joined together to form the final geometry. In contrast, with metal AM processes, the
microstructure forms in situ during the deposition as controlled by the process parameters. Since
the main goal of using AM is to form near-net-shape components, microstructural modifications
are only obtained though the subsequent heat treatments to preserve the final form of a part.
AM heat treatments are designed to mitigate the effects of the directional build process
and rapid cooling of small melt pools. Residual stresses form due to local temperature gradients,
and voids can form due to variations in energy density. The rapid cooling of each layer can result
in columnar grains that are oriented in the build direction. These columnar grains result in nonisotropic mechanical properties. To obtain isotropic properties in the AM material, it is desired to
use heat treatments to modify the columnar grains to a more equiaxed grain structure. Dendrites
with fine spacing form in LPBF due to rapid solidification, resulting in local segregation of
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elements. To obtain a homogenous microstructure, a homogenization heat treatment is used to
eliminate the dendritic structures. Since this is a diffusion process, longer times in the HIP
environment can be used to homogenize the material. However, HIP processing can cause
inconsistency between voids detected in the as-built state and voids that result in the finished
part. The effect of HIP may vary based on the content of voids since trapped gas will expand
during subsequent heat treatments.
A stress relief heat treatment consists of holding a part at an elevated temperature for a
certain amount of time. This results in the rearrangement of random dislocations into subgrains
and can be evaluated by the recovery of electrical conductivity. Stress relief is particularly
important for AM, as removing a part from the build plate prior to stress relief can cause warping
due to the residual stresses formed during LPBF. This heat treatment is followed by slow cooling
to prevent the formation of additional dislocations. Most superalloys require an inert gas or
vacuum environment to prevent oxidation.
HIP requires holding the material at an elevated temperature and pressure. The
temperature is typically around 0.7 𝑇𝑚𝑝, where 𝑇𝑚𝑝 is the temperature at the melting point of the
material in Kelvin. At this temperature, yield strength is reduced, allowing plasticity near flaws.
The material is typically held at this temperature for 1-4 hours. During HIP, a material is also
held under isostatic pressure. The typical pressure range used is around 100-200 MPa. The intent
of this heat treatment is to reduce porosity by compressing voids.xx Although there are different
types of voids that can form in LPBF as discussed in Section 2.3, most capture the shielding gas
used (argon or nitrogen). Some voids may not close if the gas cannot diffuse out, so the void
shrinks until the internal pressure of the trapped gas counteracts the external isostatic pressure.
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Other voids may be pressed flat, but the material will not fuse together. HIP contributes to
homogenization, but more time-at-temperature may be needed to complete this process.
Homogenization drives the elemental segregation within dendritic formations back into
solution. If the homogenization temperature is high enough, recrystallization can occur – the
formation of new, smaller grains at the subgrain boundaries created during stress relief. This
process converts the columnar grains typically produced by LPBF into smaller and more uniform
equiaxed grains. Once homogenization is complete, the cooling rate will not change the
microstructure, so it is not a critical consideration.
The last two AM heat treatments for precipitation strengthened alloys are solution and
age treatments. Temperatures are selected to allow the various alloying elements to diffuse back
into solution and then rapidly cooled to retain the supersaturated matrix. Subsequent aging heat
treatments allow the alloying elements to form the strengthening precipitates. Aging grows the
precipitates to an ideal critical size for optimal strengthening. Information on the aging heat
treatment times and temperatures are obtained from time-temperature-transformation (TTT)
diagrams.

2.5.1 Hot Isostatic Pressing Considerations
In many cases, HIP is required or encouraged for AM parts. The goal of HIP is to close
internal voids produced during the AM process, thereby increasing the density of the part.xx The
use of HIP to close voids is widespread but not ubiquitous, and is a source of ongoing debate.
Some studies that use CT to image density differences have shown that HIP can either shrink or
compress the voids but may not eliminate or completely seal voids. Voids that have been shrunk
or compressed by HIP can reopen upon subsequent heat treatment or mechanical loading.xv If
voids are merely flattened, rather than healed by HIP, their stress concentration factor and
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likelihood of serving as a site for crack initiation may increase. Different types of voids may
respond differently to HIP, as many contain inert gases that will shrink to a critical size where
internal and external pressures are balanced. Any voids that are open to the surface, which are
known as pores, will not be affected by HIP. The nature of a void, the temperature and pressure
used, or even the part configuration may account for different results in different studies.
Different end uses of the part will motivate the decision whether to use HIP or not.
In a production setting, cost and schedule constraints may preclude the use of HIP if it is
not necessary to meet the part performance requirements. Some may wish to reduce voids by a
different method, such as optimizing build parameters. For example, laser power can be reduced
at turning points to prevent keyhole formation. The possibility of flattened voids from HIP that
can serve as stress concentrators in cyclic loading may be intolerable for some applications. For
thin-walled structures, HIP will not close any pores connected to the surface, even by a crack, so
it may not be effective.xv Surface features have a detrimental effect on the fatigue life of AM
parts, so their persistence is problematic for cyclic loading applications. In most cases, using HIP
is still a logical choice, and it is required by many standards and specifications due to its proven
ability to reduce porosity.xv

2.5.2 NASA HR-1 Heat Treatment
NASA HR-1 heat treatments for LPBF are currently being optimized at the NASA
Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). The LPBF build parameters, such as scan speed and
hatch spacing, are being evaluated to determine the effect on microstructural development. Heat
treatment of material deposited using wider hatch spacing has been correlated with improved
recrystallization although it can result in voids in the material. The current heat treatment
schedule for HR-1 is specified in
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Table 3. A vacuum protective furnace is preferred for stress relief to prevent oxidation.
However, the rate of heating affects microstructural evolution. A vacuum furnace must be heated
up once the samples are added. A blast furnace can be heated to the desired temperature before
the samples are added but lacks the inert protective environment. In some tests, recrystallization
did not occur in the vacuum furnace, but did in a blast furnace. This is believed to be because the
vacuum furnace could not get hot enough fast enough. The exact HIP parameters are not listed
due to export control restrictions, but are the same used for Inconel 718 at MSFC and comply
with ASTM F3055.xxi The temperature range for HIP of HR-1 is approximately 0.9 𝑇𝑚𝑝 , which
is enough to reduce the yield strength below the HIP pressure allowing voids to be compressed,
although not necessarily sealed.
Table 3: Standard Heat Treatment Schedule for LPBF NASA HR-1
Heat Treatment
Stress Relief

Temperature
1950°F ± 25°F

Time
1.5 hours (-5/+15 minutes)

HIP

2048-2165°F

4 hours ± 1 hour

Solution

1950°F ± 25°F

1 hour

Aging

1275°F ± 25°F
1150°F ± 25°F

16 hours
16 hours

Notes
Use muffle furnace
Per ASTM F3055, use an inert atmosphere
≥ 100 MPa and foil wrap parts
Use a suitable protective atmosphere
(vacuum, inert), time commensurate with
cross-sectional thickness; argon quench
Furnace cool (~2°F/min) to 1150°F
Furnace or air cool

2.5.3 Void Contents
The entrapped gas inside the voids may diffuse out if soluble. Argon, the most common
shielding gas used in LPBF, is likely to be trapped in vapor depression voids and LOF voids.
Unfortunately, argon has been shown to have limited solubility in the Inconel 718 matrix. xiv
There is no data on the solubility of argon in the HR-1 matrix, but they share the γ austenite
matrix and the same three most prevalent elements–nickel, iron, and chromium–in different
proportions. Nitrogen has slightly better solubility in Inconel 718 and can also be used as an
LPBF shielding gas. One main concern is that this would lead to higher nitrogen content in as-
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built material, which has a detrimental effect on the precipitation of strengthening 𝛾 ′′ and 𝛾 ′
phases in Inconel 718.xiv The effect of additional nitrogen in HR-1 is not known, but may also
adversely affect the formation of the strengthening 𝛾 ′ precipitate.
If the entrapped gas all diffuses out, the void will be compressed. If the entrapped gas
does not diffuse out, the pore may shrink to a critical size where the internal pressure matches the
external pressure applied by HIP.xxii If the surfaces of the compressed voids do not bond, this can
form a kissing debond, which may serve as a crack initiator under cyclic loading. This type of
void can also be reopened by subsequent heat treatment or mechanical loading.xv
It is difficult to characterize the contents of AM voids, and what happens to them during
heat treatment and HIP. CT can be used to inspect for internal voids before and after heat
treatment. However, there is a limit to the size that can be detected, so some voids will fall below
the threshold of detection. NDE is unlikely to detect voids that have been compressed, in which
case it cannot be used to characterize their size and shape. It cannot indicate if voids are sealed,
or if it is a kissing bond that is flat but not sealed. It may be possible to distinguish between
trapped power in a void and gas in a void, but the gas cannot be identified. Cutting and polishing
a section for metallography can reveal the cross-sectional size of a void, but will destroy the
evidence of what was in the void such as gas, vacuum, or powder. The height and threedimensional shape will not be apparent from one cut plane. Serial sectioning metallography can
give some indication of the shape and height but there will be some uncertainty due to the layer
thickness. Because the void must be sectioned for metallography, the same void could not be
characterized with metallography before and after heat treatment. CT before heat treatment can
be compared to serial sectioning metallography after heat treatment to give the best indication of
the initial and final size and shape.
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2.6 X-ray Computed Tomography
X-ray CT is the most common NDE method used for AM. This technique uses x-rays to
create a three-dimensional reconstruction of a part by rotating and translating the object.
Variations in density resulting from voids or trapped powder can be detected and measured from
the resulting 3D image. CT is used in many studies to characterize the porosity distribution in
AM samples before and after heat treatment and HIP.xxii, xv
In one study, HIP was used on samples designed with large, intentional cavities at their
center, as well as samples with smaller, more realistic LOF and vapor depression voids. HIP was
shown to be effective at closing a cavity 2 mm in diameter that contained both argon gas and
unconsolidated powder. This proves that HIP is also effective at consolidating unfused power,
which is a promising result for the consolidation of LOF flaws. Near-surface pores were not
closed as there is no consolidation force acting on voids that are open to the surface.xv
Realistic LOF flaws were generated by building cubes at low laser power. At the lowest
laser power setting used, the porosity was excessive and interconnected, even to the surface, so
HIP was ineffective. Another sample at somewhat higher laser power had 0.6% porosity
randomly distributed, and HIP seemed to close almost all of these voids, as shown in the CT
results in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: CT before and after HIP shows closure of almost all LOF flaws. xv

A sample was also built with high laser power resulting in vapor depression (keyhole)
voids randomly distributed with 0.33% porosity. In this case, even fewer voids remained after
HIP, as shown in Figure 7. This is probably because keyhole voids are more likely to be isolated
as opposed to being connected to other voids.

Figure 7: CT before and after HIP shows closure of almost all keyhole voids. xv

Achieving high enough resolution in CT to resolve AM voids is dependent on the density
of the material, the thickness of the part and the excitation energy of the CT source. There is a
tradeoff between the part size and resolution, due primarily to the larger focal spot size of higher
energy x-ray systems needed to penetrate larger parts. Low energy CT systems have a smaller
focal spot size for resolving smaller features. For example, at NASA Marshall, the 450 kV minifocus system has a fixed focal spot size of 400 μm. The 225 kV micro-focus system has a
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variable spot size as low as 6 μm. In research studies, small parts can be used. For the study
described above, the small 5 mm cubes enabled a voxel size of 5 μm, which means that a cubic
area of 5 μm on each side maps to a single pixel and is therefore the smallest unit that can be
resolved.xv It is common practice to assume that a flaw must cover at least three pixels in any
direction to be detectable, so the smallest flaw size that can be found is three times the
resolution, or 15 μm. This is a fraction of an AM layer thickness and should be well-suited to
detecting many AM flaws. This makes it a useful size for research studies to assess the effect of
HIP. In practical applications, CT of a full-scale part would not necessarily be able to resolve the
smallest AM voids.
After HIP, it is difficult to know why a void may no longer be detected. It may be too
small to detect, but not closed. Knowing the resolution of the CT scan gives an upper bound on
the largest flaw that could be present in the part but not detected by CT. Another limitation of CT
is that it cannot verify if voids are sealed when they close. In the example described above, the
sample with a 2 mm cavity consolidated by HIP was subjected to subsequent annealing, and pore
regrowth was observed in CT, as shown in Figure 8.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8: CT of powder-filled 2mm cavity (a) before HIP, (b) after HIP, and (c) after annealing.xv

For this study, CT will be used to determine the effectiveness of intentional flaw creation
strategies in the as built specimens. In future work, it will be used on samples both before and
after heat treatment to characterize the effect of HIP on the void populations.
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2.7 Contribution
For this study, three sets of specimens were designed with a series of internal seeded
flaws or intentional voids of varying diameters and thickness. To simulate the voids expected to
be encountered in metal additive manufacturing, the laser power was varied for each of these
three sets. An EOS AM system is used to manufacture the samples with NASA HR-1 powder.
This commercially available system has various sensors installed for monitoring the quality of
the build. The detection capability of the optical tomography sensor is compared with serial
sectioning and CT scanning. The serial sectioning metallography provides information on the
true flaw state and dimensions. Prior to the destructive metallography, the specimens will be
inspected using CT scanning for comparison of resolution limits. It is expected that the ability to
resolve smaller flaws using in-situ monitoring can be used to compliment CT scanning for
determining the quality of an AM build.
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METHODS
3.1 Test Plan Objectives
The samples investigated for this thesis are part of a larger flaw characterization test plan.
For this portion of the study, specific objectives include:
•

Develop LPBF flaw detection and characterization methodologies

•

Understand the effect of build parameter variations on the resulting material flaw
populations

•

Evaluate seeded flaw creation methods

•

Determine detection capability of CT

•

Assess the correlation of in situ monitoring indications to CT and serial sectioning data

3.2 Test Plan Design
The test plan design includes a single AM build with 30 inspection cylinders and standard
witness specimens as shown in Figure 9. These witness specimens are included on every AM
build to assess the build quality; they include two high cycle fatigue (HCF) samples, six tensile
test samples, and two metallography samples (one characterized in the as-built condition, one
reserved for heat treatment). The parts for investigation were designed as cylinders, because this
shape is most conducive to CT 3D reconstruction. They were designed with a 12.5 mm diameter
so micro-focus CT could be used for inspection. They are 25.4 mm high so the entire volume can
be inspected with serial sectioning in a reasonable time. Figure 10 shows the design of the
seeded flaw specimen. A different fiducial marker shape is used on each layer to enable
identification of the layers, even when they are sectioned apart.
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The specimens were placed randomly on the build plate to avoid biasing the results with
the effects of build plate location. The witness specimens and inspection cylinders are built on
tapered bases so they can be easily broken off the build plate without the need for cutting or
machining.

Figure 9: Build Layout for Defect Study Test Plan

Figure 10: Drawing of Seeded Flaw Inspection Cylinders
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3.2.1 Seeded Flaw Cylinders
Several primary objectives focus on testing seeded flaw creation strategies and
determining detection capabilities based on these designed flaw sizes. For this study, three
variations on a flaw creation strategy were investigated. The first strategy was to create thin disks
inside the part, ranging from two to seven build layers thick, where the laser power was set to
zero. Two variations on this scheme were also tested: setting the laser powder inside the seeded
flaw to 75% or 125% of nominal laser power (low or high power, respectively). Figure 11 shows
the distribution of embedded flaw sizes in each seeded flaw specimen. Each of the different
diameters shown in the diagram is listed in the corresponding table, along with the thickness of
that flaw in the build direction. These are the designed thicknesses, which will differ from the
resulting flaw depths due to the melt pool penetration of multiple build layers. There were eight
seeded flaw specimens built: four using zero laser power inside the seeded flaw (labeled S1), two
using low laser power (S2), and two using high laser power (S3). For the samples using zero
laser power, unfused powder is expected. For the samples using low laser power, lack of fusion
is expected. For those using high laser power, keyhole voids are expected.
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(a)

Plane 1

Plane 2

Plane 3

(b)
Diameter (μm)
127
254
381
508
635
762

Thickness (μm)
120
240
160
200
280
80

Plane 4

Diameter (μm)
127
254
381
508
635
762

Thickness (μm)
240
160
200
280
80
120

Plane 5

Diameter (μm)
127
254
381
508
635
762

Thickness (μm)
160
200
280
80
120
240

6

Plane 6

1

Diameter (μm)
127
254
381
508
635
762

Thickness (μm)
200
280
80
120
240
160

Diameter (μm)
127
254
381
508
635
762

Thickness (μm)
280
80
120
240
160
200

Diameter (μm)
127
254
381
508
635
762

Thickness (μm)
80
120
240
160
200
280

Figure 11: (a) Seeded flaw layout and sizing by plane, (b) specimen diagram showing plane labels.
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3.2.2 Power Variation Cylinders

Figure 12: Drawing of Power Variation Inspection Cylinders

The rest of the cylinders shown in the build plan, Figure 9, were built with laser power
ranging from 75% to 125% of the nominal setting to try to induce more natural flaws. The design
of these cylinders is shown in Figure 12. The power level was varied in 5% increments. The
main build parameters that could be changed include laser power, hatch spacing, and scan speed.
Laser power was chosen because varying laser power is most representative of actual problems
that could occur in a build. For example, if the shielding gas flow is too low or blocked, soot
could build up in the chamber and on the lens, effectively reducing laser power. If the laser
dwells too long on short passes, that would have the same effect as increased laser power. The
laser power could also be out of calibration. The parameters for all the inspection cylinders are
summarized in Table 4 and Table 5.
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Table 4: List of Power Variation Specimens
Specimen ID

Infill Laser Power (% of nominal)

*

75

†

75

80-AB

80

80-HT

80

85-AB

85

85-HT

85

90-AB

90

90-HT

90

95-AB

95

75-AB
75-HT

95-HT

95

Nom††-AB

100

Nom-HT

100

105-AB

105

105-HT

105

110-AB

110

110-HT

110

115-AB

115

115-HT

115

120-AB

120

120-HT

120

125-AB

125

125-HT

125

AB – as built, no heat treatment
HT – full heat treatment
††
Nom – nominal power
*
†

Table 5: List of Seeded Flaw Specimens
Seeded Flaw Laser Power
(% of nominal)
0

Seeded Flaw Type

S1-AB-1

Infill Laser Power
(% of nominal)
100

S1-HT-1

100

0

Unfused powder

S1-AB-2

100

0

Unfused powder

S1-HT-2

100

0

Unfused powder

S2-AB

100

75

Lack of fusion

S2-HT

100

75

Lack of fusion

S3-AB

100

125

Keyhole voids

S3-HT

100

125

Keyhole voids

Specimen ID
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Unfused powder

3.2.3 Heat Treatment
Duplicates of each part design were built so that one can be fully heat treated, and one
can be left in the as-built condition. These were labeled -HT and -AB, respectively. The most
crucial aspect of the heat treatment is HIP, to assess its effect on closing voids. The HT samples
will be inspected with CT before and after heat treatment to compare the flaw state. The same
sample cannot be analyzed with serial sectioning metallography before and after HIP, because
the metallographic method is destructive. However, the same sample design can be analyzed in
the as-built and heat treated state. This is not a direct one-to-one comparison, and the seeded
flaws may turn out differently. However, similarities observed in the as-built CT data can be
used to compare the effect of HIP.

3.3 Data Collection
The objective of this thesis is to assess the correlation of in situ monitoring, computed
tomography, and serial sectioning metallography flaw characterization data. The methods of data
collection are described in this section.

3.3.1 Additive Manufacturing
The AM builds were completed on an EOS M290. The laser is a nominal 400-Watt
Ytterbium fiber laser with 1060-1100 nm wavelength range and a focal spot diameter of
approximately 100 μm.xxiii Position data from the scanner is fed to the in situ monitoring system
to enable mapping the data to the laser position. The default exposure strategy of scan stripes
with a rotation angle of 67 degrees between layers was used. The EOS direct part parameters for
Inconel 718 were used and may not be optimized for HR 1 as its development is still in progress.
The key features of this parameter set are shown in Table 6.
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Table 6: Parameters Used for EOS M290 AM Build

Parameter
Infill Power
Infill Speed
Infill Hatch Spacing
Contour 1 Power
Contour 1 Speed
Contour 1 Corridor

Inconel 718 Default Parameters
285 W
960 mm/s
0.11 mm
138 W
390 mm/s
0.012 mm

Although the parts were designed with a tapered base for ease of removal, the actual parts
were removed with wire electrical discharge machining (EDM) to minimize any distortion or
damage. The first attempt at this build stopped over the weekend because the powder overflow
was full. Due to an error in the restart layers, the build was cancelled. The inspection cylinders
were completed in the terminated build, which will be referred to as Build 1. Build 2 was a
repeat in which both witness bars and test specimens were obtained.

3.3.2 In Situ Monitoring
The EOS M290 has the EOS suite of monitoring sensors installed, including melt pool
monitoring (MPM) and optical tomography (OT). The melt pool monitoring system includes onaxis and off-axis photodiodes that sample at 16 kHz. Both collect light in the near infrared range,
with wavelengths around 400-900 nm. These values represent the visual and thermal emissions
from the melt pool. The Exposure OT sensor is a complementary metal-oxide semiconductor
(CMOS) camera mounted off-axis that collects data in the 900 nm wavelength range. The
captured emissions are integrated for an entire build layer, much like a time-lapse photo.
The output of all these sensors is a single image per build layer, with a grayscale value
representative of melt pool emission intensity at each pixel location. As only the intensity is
related to the grayscale, there is no calibration to actual temperature. A common difficulty of
aftermarket sensors is synchronizing the sensor data to the location in the build. This software
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system has the advantage of access to the g-code that dictates the laser location, so the sensor
data can be reported at the exact corresponding location in the build. Additionally, the OT sensor
only records and stores data where the part is being built to reduce data volume. This can cause
issues when designing intentional seeded flaws. If there is a small hole in the part design, data
will not be collected. To trick the system into collecting data inside intentional seeded flaws, an
embedded part must be located inside the hole and set to zero (or otherwise off-nominal) laser
power.
The MPM and OT data is displayed in real-time during the build. The grayscale range for
the display can be adjusted. The files are saved as proprietary file types for export and import
into their software packages, *.eosmpm and *.eosot. The images can be exported as *.jpg or
*.tiff. The Tag Image File Format (TIFF) is lossless and compatible with CT processing
software, so it is used for export and analysis.
There are built-in tools in the MPM and OT software packages from EOS that can be
used for image analysis to detect anomalies in the build. These simple image analysis methods
can be useful, but have limitations in their accuracy and how much they can be customized. Due
to the limitations of these features, more advanced approaches have been developed by NASA
and their partners, including cropping, image analysis, and machine learning scripts, described in
Section 6.2. These tools can be used, along with manual review, to identify indications in the
monitoring data that may correspond to flaws.

3.3.3 Computed Tomography
The CT system used for these investigations is the North Star Imaging X5000, which
includes dual-focus x-ray tubeheads. The micro-focus tubehead uses lower x-ray energies, 25225 kV, but can achieve higher resolution than the mini-focus tube. As a rule of thumb, the
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micro-focus tubehead can be used on Inconel or stainless steel superalloys with less than 0.5”
diameter. It cannot be used on thicker parts because the x-ray energy is insufficient to penetrate
the part. The mini-focus tubehead uses higher x-ray energies, up to 450 kV, but usually results in
lower resolution. The resolution is limited by the focal spot size. For the micro-focus tube, the
spot size varies with x-ray energy. The mini-focus tube has a fixed focal spot size at 400 μm
regardless of x-ray energy. Therefore, it is possible for the mini-focus tube to achieve better
resolution than micro-focus, if using the maximum possible micro-focus energy is necessary.
That is the case for the samples designed for this study. To achieve the best possible resolution,
they were inspected with the mini-focus tube, geometric magnification of 4.5, and SubPix mode
enabled. The sub-pixel (SubPix) mode uses small movements to interpolate the image at half the
pixel resolution. The North Star Imaging software creates a three-dimensional reconstruction of
the part, which can be exported as a proprietary file type, *.nsihdr, or as a stack of TIFF images.
Either of these file types can be viewed and analyzed in Volume Graphics VG Studio. The NSI
file type can be viewed with a free executable viewer, but for analysis using other programs, the
TIFF image stack is preferred.
The theoretical resolution limit of CT can be roughly calculated based on the wavelength
of x-rays used. The rule of thumb used to investigate the limitations of different imaging
methods, such as visual light microscopy, is that the smallest feature that can be resolved is one
half the wavelength. The wavelength of x-rays ranges from 0.1-10 nm. The theoretical resolution
of x-ray inspection, then, is 0.05-5 nm. In practice, the material thickness, density, geometry,
spot size, and detector pixel spacing all influence the achievable resolution.
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3.3.4 Serial Sectioning
Serial sectioning metallography uses the same basic principle as traditional
metallography. First, a metal part is cut with an aluminum oxide abrasive cutting blade and
polished to create a smooth, scratch-free surface for imaging with microscopy. In serial
sectioning, a thin layer is ground off, the surface is repolished, then imaged again, and so on. The
resulting set of images can be stacked to represent the 3D volume. For this study, the features of
interest in metallography are voids at the location of intentional seeded flaws. This informs the
resolution and sample preparation used. The samples were ground and polished using the recipe
in Table 7. Diamond embedded grinding pads are used with water for the initial grinding steps
and for grinding each subsequent layer. The polishing for each layer uses 3 μm suspension on a
satin cloth, then 1 μm suspension on a wool cloth, and final polish cleaning with a neoprene pad
and water. The samples are then ultrasonically cleaned in deionized water, dipped in ethanol,
then air dried before imaging. The first few grinding steps are used only for initial preparation of
the first layer. The other steps are applied to each layer. Overall, the preparation takes about 7
minutes per layer, not counting the time for cleaning after each step and drying at the end. When
the pads are fresh, this recipe results in an average material removal rate of about 20-25 μm per
layer. As the pads wear down, the removal rate can drop. Etchant could be used to attack grain
boundaries, but it also preferentially etches the edges of voids and can make them appear larger.
Because the voids were the target of the investigation, etchant was not used, so grain boundaries
and other microstructural features are not visible. All layers are imaged with an optical
microscope, an integrated Zeiss AxioObserver Z1m with a 10x objective. Individual images are
stitched together into a montage. The resolution of each image is 1920x1080 pixels. There are
around 380 individual images that make up each layer montage, and the overlap between images
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is around 5-10%. The final montage images have a scale of 0.9265 pixels per micron. Imaging a
single layer takes around 5-7 minutes including checking focus points, finishing the image, and
preparing to start grinding the next slice. Overall, the process ends up taking an average of 20-25
minutes per layer, including the time for loading and unloading platens that hold the pads, prepolish lubrication, post-polish cleaning of platens, sample cleaning, and robotic movement
between steps.
Table 7: Serial Sectioning Procedure for LPBF As-Built NASA HR-1
Pad Type
MD-Piano
(Diamond)
MD-Piano
(Diamond)
MD-Piano
(Diamond)
MD-Piano
(Diamond)
MD-Piano
(Diamond)
MD-Dac
(Satin Cloth)
MD-Mol
(Wool Cloth)
MD-Chem
(Neoprene)

Grit / Suspension

Time (s)

Speed (RPM)

Cleaning Method

Comments/Notes

220 / water

60

200

Water wash

Slice 1 only

500 / water

60

200

Water wash

Slice 1 only

1200 / water

90

200

Water wash

Slice 1 only

1200 / water

45

200

Water wash

Slice 2 to finish

4000 / water

120

200

Water wash,
ultrasonic clean in
deionized water

“

- / 3 μm

120

150

Water wash

“

- / 1 μm

120

150

Water wash

“

- / water

20

150

Ultrasonic clean in
deionized water to
ethanol to air dry

Cleaning pass

3.4 Analysis, Alignment and Correlation
These data sets all take the form of image stacks representing a 3D volume. Correlating
the appearance of a flaw in all three data sets requires registration and alignment. Difficulties
include varying layer thicknesses, distortion, and establishing a common datum. The parts are
built with fiducial markers, shown in Figure 10 and Figure 12, in each layer containing seeded
flaws to help enable registration and alignment. Once the data sets are aligned, the characteristics
of the seeded flaw image can be compared between data sets.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Flaw Creation
The seeded flaw thicknesses were designed with the knowledge of a previous NASA
study that showed, with computed tomography, that zero power seeded flaws thinner than six
build layers appeared to be healed by subsequent laser passes. Although that study was done on a
different AM machine with 45 μm build layers, differing from the EOS M290 with 40 μm build
layers, the results were similar, which demonstrates that seeded flaw formation is a function of
the number of skipped layers, regardless of layer thickness. Only the flaws designed to be six or
seven build layers thick (240 or 280 μm) showed any indication of a void in serial sectioning
metallography for the unfused powder (S1) samples. The appearance of voids for other layer
thicknesses varied based on the flaw creation method. Some flaws that were only three, four, or
five build layers thick (120, 160, or 200 μm) showed up in serial sectioning for the lack-of-fusion
(S2) and keyhole void (S3) samples. It should be noted that although the voids were sealed, these
regions may still have suspect mechanical properties that would require additional testing to
investigate.

4.1.1 Unfused Powder
The samples meant to simulate unfused powder used zero laser power inside the seeded
flaws. One of these samples, S1-AB-1, was investigated with serial sectioning. The region
sectioned was the lower half including Plane 1 through Plane 3 of seeded flaws as shown in
Figure 11(b). This sample was completed in three serial sectioning runs. Multiple runs were
needed to reposition the sample or replace the grinding and polishing pads. Removal rate data for
each serial sectioning run can be seen in Figure 13. The removal rate of the first run appears to
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spike higher towards the end due to issues with the sample positioning. The first run was stopped
to reposition the sample. The first run had an average removal rate of 22.6 μm with a standard
deviation of 4.1 μm. The second run had an average removal rate of 18.9 μm with a standard
deviation of 4.3 μm. The removal rate trended slightly downward from beginning to end. This
run was stopped before reaching any seeded flaw planes because the removal rate was dropping
a few microns per slice. The pads were replaced before the last run, which ran for only enough
slices to get through the seeded flaw. The third run had an average removal rate of 20.9 μm with
a standard deviation of 6.2 μm. The high removal rates in the first few slices were similar to Run
1 but drove up the standard deviation for Run 3 because it was a short run. There were some
errant readings of the removal rate at the end of certain runs. These are due to a known issue with
the system that measures and reports the removal rate for each slice. The removal rate is
determined optically by analyzing the difference in focus between a set focal point and the
material surface. These errant readings were omitted from these plots and the calculations of
average and standard deviation.
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Figure 13: Material Removal Rate by Slice for Serial Sectioning of the Seeded Flaw Specimens

The images in Figure 14 through Figure 16 are rotated 90 degrees to align with the in situ
monitoring data. The figures show the serial sectioning slices where indications occur, along
with the layout of the corresponding plane and the designed seeded flaw diameter and thickness.
Figure 14 shows the first seeded flaw plane encountered in S1-AB-1 Run 1 was Plane 1, where
one flaw was detected. The first indication of a flaw is visible in slice 23. It ends in slice 28.
Figure 15 shows the next plane, Plane 2, with a flaw visible starting on slice 179 and ending on
slice 184. Another flaw begins on slice 185 and ends on slice 190.
(a)
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(a)

(b)
Diameter: 635 μm
Thickness: 280 μm

23

24

25

26

27

28

Figure 14: (a) Serial sectioning metallography images of S1-AB-1 Plane 1, (b) Designed layout of Plane 1
(a)

(b)

Diameter: 127 μm
Thickness: 240 μm
179

180

181

182

183

184

(a)

Diameter: 508 μm
Thickness: 280 μm
185

186

187

188

189

190

Figure 15: (a) Serial sectioning metallography images of S1-AB-1 Plane 2, (b) Designed layout of Plane 2
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Figure 16 shows that one flaw is easily visible in Plane 3. It begins in slice 9 and ends in
slice 16. This is the only flaw that corresponds to indications seen in CT. The CT data will be
discussed in Section 4.3. Another flaw can be faintly seen in Plane 3 starting in slice 11 and
ending in slice 14. It appears as a cluster of small flaws around the outer edge of the designed
flaw.
(a)

(b)

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Diameter: 381μm
Thickness: 280 μm

Diameter: 762 μm
Thickness: 240 μm

Figure 16: (a) Serial sectioning metallography images of S1-AB-1 Plane 3, (b) Designed layout of Plane 3

Table 8 summarizes the flaws detected in serial sectioning and compares the designed
thickness to the actual thickness estimated from serial sectioning. The actual thickness can be
estimated by the number of slices where the flaw appears in the serial sectioning data. This is an
estimate, because a flaw may not occupy the entire thickness of the first slice where it appears,
and may occupy some of the first slice where it does not appear. For this reason, half the
thickness of the first slice it appears and the slice it disappears are added to the other slices to
estimate flaw thickness. For example, the Plane 1 flaw shows up in slices with removal amounts
of 22.02 μm, 22.01 μm, 22.49 μm, 20.15 μm, 22.71 μm , 20.60 μm, and the next slice where it
does not appear is 21.96 μm. The removal amount associated with a slice is the amount of
material removed prior to imaging that slice. Therefore, the flaw thickness is estimated as ½
(22.02) + 22.01 + 22.49 + 20.15 + 22.71 + 20.60 + ½ (21.96) = 130 μm.
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Table 8: List of Flaws Detected with Serial Sectioning in S1-AB-1
Plane

Designed Diameter (μm)

Designed Thickness (μm)

Est. Actual Thickness (μm)

Difference (μm)

1
2
2
3
3

635
127
508
381
762

280
240
280
280
240

130
127
211
151
76

150
113
69
129
164
125
37

Average:
Standard Deviation:

There is no consistent pattern in the difference between the designed and actual thickness.
The average is 125 μm, and the standard deviation is 37 μm. This means that flaws show up an
average of about three builds layers thinner than they are designed, with a standard deviation of
about one build layer.

4.1.2 Lack of Fusion
The samples meant to simulate lack of fusion used low (75% of nominal) laser power
inside the seeded flaws. One of these samples, S2-AB, was investigated with serial sectioning
metallography. The first run, which went through seeded flaw Plane 1 and 2, had an average
removal rate of 21.0 μm with a standard deviation of 1.8 μm. It was a very consistent run, as can
be seen in Figure 13. The second run went through Plane 3 and had an average removal rate of
21.7 μm with a standard deviation of 2.0 μm. There are several flaws visible in Plane 1, as shown
in Figure 17. The first flaw begins in run 1 slice 70 and ends in slice 73. The next flaw begins in
slice 77 and ends in slice 80. There are two other flaws that are visible in only slices 78 and 79.
The seeded flaws appear thinner overall than the flaws in S1-AB-1. There are several small flaws
that appear in only one slice in the vicinity of Plane 1 and do not correspond to a seeded flaw.
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(b) Diameter: 635 μm
Thickness: 280 μm

(a)

Diameter: 508 μm
Thickness: 200 μm

70

71

72

73

Diameter: 254 μm
Thickness: 240 μm
77

78

79

80

Diameter: 381 μm
Thickness: 160 μm

Figure 17: (a) Serial sectioning metallography images of S2-AB Plane 1, (b) Designed layout of Plane 1

There are also some small, single slice flaws in the vicinity of Plane 2. The first seeded
flaw that appears in Plane 2 persists from slice 235 to slice 238 (Figure 18). The next seeded
flaw appears faintly in slices 241 and 242. Another seeded flaw appears in slices 244 and 245.
(a)

(b)
Diameter: 762 μm
Thickness: 120 μm

235

241

236

242

237

244

238

245

Diameter: 508 μm
Thickness: 280 μm
Diameter: 381 μm
Thickness: 200 μm

Figure 18: (a) Serial sectioning metallography images of S2-AB Plane 2, (b) Designed layout of Plane 2

Two flaws appear in Plane 3, as shown in Figure 19. Both flaws begin at run 2 slice 137.
One ends at slice 140 and the other ends at slice 141.
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(a)

(b)

Diameter: 762 μm
Thickness: 240 μm
Diameter: 381 μm
Thickness: 280 μm
137

138

140

141

139

Figure 19: (a) Serial sectioning metallography images of S2-AB Plane 3, (b) Designed layout of Plane 3

These findings are summarized in Table 9. Again, there is no consistent pattern in the
difference between designed and actual thickness. The average difference is higher than it was
for the unfused powder samples, meaning on average these show up about four build layers
thinner than designed. This is expected because of the higher laser power used. The standard
deviation is a little more than one build layer. There are some surprising occurrences of thin
flaws showing up, even when thicker designed flaws do not. The diameter of the flaw seems to
have some influence; a larger area at reduced energy density gives a higher likelihood that lack
of fusion will occur.
Table 9: List of Flaws Detected with Serial Sectioning in S2-AB
Plane

Designed Diameter (μm)

Designed Thickness (μm)

Est. Actual Thickness (μm)

Difference (μm)

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3

635
508
254
381
508
381
762
381
762

280
200
240
160
280
200
120
280
240

85
84
42
42
81
44
44
83
104

195
116
198
118
199
156
76
197
136
155
46

Average:
Standard Deviation:
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4.1.3 Vapor Depression Voids
The samples meant to simulate vapor depression or keyhole voids used high (125% of
nominal) laser power inside the seeded flaws. One of these samples, S3-AB, was investigated
with serial sectioning. The first run had an average removal rate of 23.5 μm and standard
deviation of 1.5 μm. The second run had an average removal rate of 25.4 μm and standard
deviation of 2.9 μm. Both runs had some slices towards the end with erroneously high or
negative removal rates reported. In the case that these slices coincided with the seeded flaw
planes, a local average of the last 20 good slices was used as an average removal rate for
calculations. Several flaws showed up, but their appearance was very different than those of the
seeded or lack-of-fusion flaws. The appeared as a ring of voids around the designed flaw area.
This is unsurprising when considering the formation mechanism of vapor depression or keyhole
voids described in section 2.3.1. The turning points on the edges of these regions have the
highest energy density and deepest melt pools, which collapse to form keyhole voids. As shown
in Figure 20: (a) Serial sectioning metallography images of S3-AB Plane 1, (b) Designed layout
of Plane 1, the first flaw in Plane 1 appears in run 1 slice 59 and remains until slice 67. Another
flaw appears in slices 60 through 65. A third flaw appears in slices 64 through 66. One more flaw
appears very faintly in slices 69 and 70.
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(b)

(a)

Diameter: 635 μm
Thickness: 280 μm
59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

Diameter: 508 μm
Thickness: 200 μm

Diameter: 254 μm
Thickness: 240 μm
67

68

69

Diameter: 381 μm
Thickness: 160 μm

70

Figure 20: (a) Serial sectioning metallography images of S3-AB Plane 1, (b) Designed layout of Plane 1

The first flaw of Plane 2 begins in slice 207. This flaw continues through slice 213
(Figure 21). A second flaw appears in slices 209-212. Again, they appear as rings around the
expected flaw area.
(b)

(a)

207

208

209

210

Diameter: 508 μm
Thickness: 280 μm
211

Diameter: 381 μm
Thickness: 200 μm

212
213
2
Figure 21: (a) Serial sectioning metallography images of S3-AB Plane 2, (b) Designed layout of Plane 2

In Figure 22, the first flaw of Plane 3 appears in run 2 slice 85 and lasts through slice 95.
Another flaw appears in slices 86 through 92. A third flaw starts on slice 93 and ends on slice 97.
A fourth flaw begins on slice 94 and ends on 96. A fifth flaw appears in slices 99 through 101.
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(a)

(b)

85

86

87

88

Diameter: 254 μm
Thickness: 200 μm
Diameter: 762 μm
Thickness: 240 μm

Diameter: 381 μm
Thickness: 280 μm
89

c

90

92

95

96

c

c
93

91

94

Diameter: 635 μm
Thickness: 120 μm
Diameter: 127 μm
Thickness: 160 μm
97

99

100

101

Figure 22: (a) Serial sectioning metallography images of S3-AB Plane 3, (b) Designed layout of Plane 3

The flaws in these samples ended up being the thickest. The high laser power creates a
deep melt pool, which can cause keyhole voids well below the current build layer. These keyhole
voids are not healed by the next regular layer, because its melt pool is not as deep. One flaw even
appears thicker than the designed thickness. The designed thicknesses compared to measured
thicknesses are listed in Table 10. Note that the overall estimated thickness is number of slices in
which the flaw appears, but these voids are not necessarily continuous. Rather, they appear to be
small and mostly disconnected voids. The average difference is 85 μm, or about two build layers
thinner than designed, with a standard deviation of 50 μm, or 1 ¼ build layers.
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Table 10: List of Flaws Detected with Serial Sectioning in S3-AB
Plane

Designed Diameter (μm)

Designed Thickness (μm)

Est. Actual Thickness (μm)

Difference (μm)

1
1
1
1
2
2
3
3
3
3
3

635
508
254
381
508
381
762
381
254
127
635

280
200
240
160
280
200
240
280
200
160
120

215
143
71
46
162
93
265
169
121
72
72

65
57
169
114
118
107
-25
111
79
88
48
85
50

Average:
Standard Deviation:

4.2 In Situ Monitoring
The optical tomography in situ monitoring data has a lower resolution than the serial
sectioning or CT data, which inspect each part individually. All of the inspection cylinders are
captured in one image of the optical tomography data. The diameter of one inspection cylinder is
102 pixels. The diameters are designed as 12.5 mm. This means there are about 8.2 pixels per
mm or 0.0082 pixels per μm. The size of each pixel is 122 μm. Using the assumption that 3
pixels are needed inside a feature to be detectable, the detectable feature size is about 366 μm.
There are 727 build layers in each inspection cylinder and an equivalent number of in situ
monitoring images.

4.2.1 Cropping
The first step in processing this data is cropping the images so that there is one build
specimen per image for analysis. This can be done manually or using a cropping script. This is
useful to determine which sample is which for manual analysis, and to be able to run each object
through an analysis script.
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A software package developed for NASA by the Computational Fluid Dynamics
Research Corporation (CFDRC) was used to crop the optical tomography in situ monitoring data
for each individual inspection cylinder. This software was developed under cooperative
agreement 80NSSC21M0024 with CFDRC, completed November 2021. The single object
isolation cropping script works by applying a median filter and thresholding to generate a binary
mask, then creating a bounding box around each object in the mask, isolating a single contour
image chosen by the user, then reconstructing the 3D volume and saving it as a pickle file, which
is a three-dimensional image array.

4.2.2 Seeded Flaw Indications
The seeded flaw indications found via manual review are shown in Figure 23 through
Figure 25. The flaws are aligned at the top surface so the thickest flaw begins first. In each plane,
the flaws can be seen in exactly ten layers, no matter the flaw creation strategy used. The line
across each in situ monitoring image is the laser pass overlap, an artifact of the laser scan
strategy used for the AM build.
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Figure 23: S1-AB-1 Plane 1 Seeded Flaw In Situ Monitoring Indications

Figure 24: S2-AB Plane 1 Seeded Flaw In Situ Monitoring Indications

Figure 25: S3-AB Plane 1 Seeded Flaw In Situ Monitoring Indications
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4.2.3 Other Indications
In manual review of the power variation bars, there are a variety of indications found.
There are many small indications that occur only in a single layer. Some examples are shown in
Figure 26. It is difficult to catch these in manual or automated review, and even more difficult to
draw any conclusions about flaw formation. There are some patterns to where indications are
seen, sometimes along the laser pass overlap, or where the overlap was in the previous layer.
75-HT 95

75-HT 708

80-AB 148

80-AB 180

80-AB 187

80-AB 373

80-AB 677

80-HT 674

90-AB 119

95-AB 631

95-HT 148

95-HT 541

Nom-AB 146

Nom-AB 363

Nom-AB 392

Nom-HT 437

110-AB 248

110-AB 591

110-HT 467

115-AB 265

125-AB 160

125-AB 210

120-HT 440

120-HT 494

Nom-HT 627

105-AB 643

120-AB 221

125-HT 431

120-AB 447

125-HT 451

Figure 26: Power Variation In Situ Monitoring Indications that Occur in a Single Layer
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There are a few instances of flaws that persist through several consecutive layers (Figure
27). In many cases, these form at the overlap zone of one of more laser passes, especially when
the passes are thin, near the edge of the part. Typically, a bright spot in the initial layer is
followed by a dark spot in subsequent layers. In one example, 95-HT, there is a single bright spot
in one layer and a dark region in the next layer. This is probably a spatter particle that landed on
the surface. All of these indications are faint enough that they would be difficult to detect with
manual or automated review.
95-AB 427

95-AB 428

95-AB 429

95-AB 430
95-HT-280

Nom-AB 479

Nom-AB 480

Nom-AB 481

Nom-AB 482

105-HT 248

105-HT 249

105-HT 250

105-HT 251
95-HT-281

105-HT 361

105-HT 362

105-HT 606
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105-HT 607

105-HT 608

110-HT 128

115-AB 164

110-HT 129

115-AB 165

110-HT 130

110-HT 131

115-AB 166

115-AB 167

115-HT 149

115-HT 150

115-HT 151

115-HT 152

120-HT 420

120-HT 421

120-HT 422

120-HT 423

110-HT 132

110-HT 133

115-AB 168

Figure 27: Power Variation In Situ Monitoring Indications that Persist Through Multiple Layers

It is apparent in the manual review of the images that the overall pixel values are different
between power variation bars. The histograms were not adjusted for viewing of cropped images,
so it was clear that the lower power bars have darker pixel values, and the higher power bars
have brighter pixel values. There are other differences seen as well. For example, in the highpower images, each laser pass overlap, which appears as a bright line in each image, can be seen
as a dark line in the following image.
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4.3 Computed Tomography
CT scans were completed for the Build 1 seeded flaw samples S1-AB-1, S1-HT-1, S2AB, S2-HT, S3-AB, and S3-HT. Only one flaw was detected, in the sample S1-AB-1 in Plane 3.
Its appearance in CT in three different cross section planes is shown in Figure 28. The CT data is
viewed in 3D reconstruction software by stepping through virtual cross section planes of the
sample. The indication was seen in three different virtual planes. The indications, which are
circled, are faint. Its appearance in metallography can be seen in Figure 16.

Figure 28: Computed tomography (CT) images of S1-AB-1 flaw in three different cross section planes

4.4 Summary
Figure 29 summarizes which seeded flaws were seen with serial sectioning and CT. Only
Planes 1 through 3 of S1-AB-1, S2-AB, and S3-AB are shown, because only those regions of
those samples were inspected with serial sectioning metallography. Table 11 summarizes in
detail the estimated actual dimensions of seeded flaw indications seen with serial sectioning.
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✓ – seen with metallography
– seen with CT

S1-AB-1
Plane 2

Plane 1

Plane 3
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

Diameter (μm)
127
254
381
508
635
762

Thickness (μm)
120
240
160
200
280
80

✓
✓

Diameter (μm)
127
254
381
508
635
762

Thickness (μm)
240
160
200
280
80
120

✓
✓

Diameter (μm)
127
254
381
508
635
762

Thickness (μm)
160
200
280
80
120
240

3
2
1

S2-AB
Plane 1

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

Thickness (μm)
120
240
160
200
280
80

✓

✓

✓

✓

Diameter (μm)
127
254
381
508
635
762

Plane 3

Plane 2

✓

✓
✓
✓

Diameter (μm)
127
254
381
508
635
762

Thickness (μm)
240
160
200
280
80
120

✓
✓

Diameter (μm)
127
254
381
508
635
762

Thickness (μm)
160
200
280
80
120
240

3
2
1

S3-AB
Plane 1

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

Diameter (μm)
127
254
381
508
635
762

Plane 3

Plane 2

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓
Thickness (μm)
120
240
160
200
280
80

✓
✓

Diameter (μm)
127

Thickness (μm)
240

254
381
508
635
762

160
200
280
80
120

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Diameter (μm)
127
254
381
508
635
762

✓
✓
✓

Thickness (μm)
160
200
280
80
120
240

Figure 29: Seeded flaws found with serial sectioning and CT in S1-AB-1, S2-AB, and S3-AB
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3
2
1

Table 11: Seeded Flaw Indication Summary

S1-AB-1

S2-AB

Plane

Designed
Diameter
(μm)

Designed
Thickness
(μm)

Actual
Diameter
(μm)

Actual
Thickness
(μm)

Avg.
Gray
Value

GV
Min/Max

1

635

280

747

130

181

4/247

2

127

240

179

127

92

7/237

2

508

280

571

211

156

2/247

3

381

280

460

151

108

2/248

3

762

240

882

76

229

5/249

1

254

240

312

42

213

9/246

1

381

160

550

42

229

7/247

1

508

200

689

84

221

2/248

1

635

280

763

85

184

5/246

2

381

200

515

44

229

12/252

2

508

280

641

81

212

6/247

2

762

120

386

44

216

7/245

3

381

280

474

83

193

5/237

3

762

240

842

104

190

3/250

Flaw Appearance
(Serial Sectioning)
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S3-AB

1

254

240

375

71

201

7/252

1

381

160

478

46

230

21/246

1

508

200

616

143

218

7/249

1

635

280

779

215

203

5/252

2

381

200

452

93

225

10/253

2

508

280

632

162

205

5/247

3

127

160

108

72

131

9/240

3

254

200

302

121

196

6/247

3

381

280

446

169

205

5/249

3

635

120

117

72

166

11/240

3

762

240

873

265

221

6/245
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CONCLUSIONS
5.1 Experimental Design
Almost all of the seeded flaws were too small to be visible in CT. The CT inspection had
the highest attainable resolution with this CT system, but it still was not sufficient to find these
flaws. This is an important finding to show the limitations of CT inspection, but is not useful for
determining the probability of detection with CT or for correlating the different data sets. Many
of the seeded flaws were not found with serial sectioning, which shows that they were most
likely closed by subsequent laser passes. The rest of the seeded flaws that were seen in serial
sectioning help determine the limitations of CT inspection. The power variation bars do not show
many indications that persist through multiple build layers in the in situ monitoring data. The
seeded flaw results indicate that an indication needs to persist through multiple layers for a flaw
to be detected in serial sectioning metallography. It can be concluded that there were not many
voids formed in the power variation bars, despite the off-nominal build parameters used. This is
confirmed by radiography that was performed on all the samples, which showed no indications.

5.2 Seeded Flaw Formation
The seeded flaws formed as expected based on the previous NASA study. Even the fact
that the thinnest flaws were healed was expected. These areas should still be considered
metallographically suspect. Mechanical testing samples with similar designed flaws would help
verify if they are truly healed. Different flaw formation can be seen for the different seeded flaw
types. The unfused powder flaws have the highest contrast, but the fewest number show up in
serial sectioning of any flaw type. The lack-of-fusion flaws show up faintly and are the thinnest
on average. The keyhole voids are unique, showing up as a ring around the expected area and
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persisting through the most layers. This flaw formation mechanism is distinct and does not
appear to be healed by subsequent laser passes.

5.3 Image Processing
The in situ monitoring images are much lower resolution than the others. This makes it
more difficult to resolve the flaws. The serial sectioning data has very high resolution by
comparison. The images need to be rotated correctly to be compared to the designed flaws and
the in situ monitoring images. The CT data has lower resolution than expected, but it is the
highest possible for this material and shape/size. Again, rotating the CT data so it can be
compared properly is a challenge.

5.4 In Situ Monitoring Detection
The seeded flaws show up clearly, but they should by design. Nothing noteworthy shows
up in any of the power variation cylinders individually. When viewed side by side, the
differences in pixel value range between different parameter sets are apparent.

5.5 Probability of Detection Approach
Determining the probability of detection of a process monitoring system is a difficult
proposition. The main challenge is establishing a proven, causal correlation linking process
indications to part flaws. Even demonstrating this correlation for a single part with destructive
evaluation is a challenge, because in order for a range of flaw sizes to exist in the finished part,
these flaws must be induced. Designed seeded flaws such as those used in this study can be
controlled precisely, but because they rely on altering the process parameters, their appearance in
the monitoring data does not exactly resemble the appearance of a naturally occurring process
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variation. It would be better to induce flaws in a way that is more representative of how they
naturally form, through interruptions in shielding gas flow that allow spatter to land on the part,
recoater blade skipping or damage, or variations in thermal history. Changing the gas flow
during a build is not possible on commercial LPBF machines, and recoater blade damage would
repeat throughout the entire part, so the last of these is most practical to pursue.

5.6 Final Thoughts
Using in situ monitoring as a quantitative indicator of part quality is challenging for all
the reasons outlined above. It is difficult to link process signatures to specific volumetric flaws in
a finished part. It is a more accessible near-term goal to use in situ monitoring to detect
indications of process variation. It needs to be well understood which process variations an in
situ monitoring system is capable of detecting, and the reliability of detection, in order to be
useful in this role. It would be ideal to assemble an in situ monitoring suite that is capable of
detecting all possible process variations with a proven level of reliability.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
6.1 Test Plan
Based on findings from this research, future studies can build off these results to expand
and modify the test matrix. The recommendations are to make the seeded flaws thicker, and to
include more seeded flaws in each sample. To aid in orientation and alignment, more markers are
recommended to be added on the side of the samples to help align the different data sets. It
would also be beneficial to center the seeded flaws vertically within a plane. A new build
parameter set optimized for NASA HR-1 will be used for future builds based on the latest
findings for achieving recrystallization in HR-1 heat treatment. The suggested modifications to
the test plan made for future builds are described in more detail in this section.

6.1.1 Modifications
The range of seeded flaw thicknesses was shifted – from two to seven build layers thick,
to eight to fourteen build layers thick. This is so that the resulting flaws will be in or near the
range of detectable flaws based on CT resolution. A new plane of flaws was added to investigate
more flaw sizes. Multiple markers appear on each seeded flaw later, so that layer images can be
aligned rotationally and flipped, if needed, to align correctly. The seeded flaws were also shifted
to align in the center of the plane. The redesigned seeded flaw layers can be seen in Figure 30.
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Figure 30: New Seeded Flaw Layout and Sizing by Plane
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6.2 Automated Analysis
All of the seeded flaws were clearly visible in the optical tomography in situ monitoring
data, and there were not any other naturally occurring indications that were as visible as the
seeded flaws were. This calls into question the usefulness of seeded flaws to test monitoring
capabilities. However, being seen visually is not the same as being detected via an image
processing algorithm. Manual review is ultimately not practical for these large data sets, so
image processing algorithms must be used to detect indications in monitoring data. A few image
processing algorithms have been identified that can be tested on these data sets. They include the
native EOS processing software, the Porosity & Inclusion Analysis tools in Volume Graphics
VG Studio, Hotelling’s t2 image analysis, a simple CNN written by a statistician at Langley, and
the software package developed for NASA by CFDRC. These analysis scripts can be used on the
seeded flaw samples, to see if they detect the readily visible flaws, and also on the power
variation samples, to see if any indications of interest stand out. The fundamental methodology
of each processing algorithm will be described.
EOS provides analysis software with their ExposureOT monitoring system. Analysis
profiles can be developed with custom user parameters and applied to an entire build to create a
list of indications selected by the defined criteria. The analysis operations available include
derivation hot cold indications, simple hot cold indications, thresholding hot cold indications,
and part statistics.
VG Studio is optimized for viewing CT data but can be adapted to other data types,
including in situ monitoring data. The Porosity & Inclusion Analysis tools identifies kernels
(groups of pixels) that have a gray value higher than neighboring pixels. The intensity threshold
and size are determined based on user settings.
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The same CFDRC software used for image cropping also includes image analysis. The
steps in this software implementation include single object isolation, generating synthetic
normalization, autoencoder training, and autoencoder postprocessing. The single object isolation
cropping script is described in section 4.2.1. The synthetic normalization creates synthetic
nominal data for autoencoder training by removing outliers. The user is shown a histogram of all
build layers of a single object and chooses a range that corresponds to nominal data. A binary
mask is generated; the gray value of pixels in black regions is retained, and the value of pixels in
white regions is replaced by Navier-Stokes inpainting, a function of surrounding pixel values.
These images are used to train the autoencoder to reproduce local energy trends and shapes, but
not fine details. 90% of the images are used for training while 10% are used for testing in each
epoch. The training loss and testing loss are recorded for each epoch. Autoencoder
postprocessing begins by loading in the path file from the final epoch. This is the trained
convolutional autoencoder model. This model is fed a pickle file of original image data. It
reconstructs the image using the convolutional autoencoder, then calculates the reconstruction
error image as
𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = |𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 − 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛|

(Eq. 2)

Two filters, exponentially weighted moving average and median pooling, are applied to
the reconstruction error image. A three-sigma threshold is applied to the filtered reconstruction
error image.
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6.3 Further Investigation
Future studies will investigate methods other than seeded flaws for investigating the
capabilities of monitoring and CT inspection. This is because seeded flaws that are formed by
changing the build parameters show up differently than a naturally occurring flaw would. The
main strategy that will be pursued is pushing the boundaries of the nominal processing window
through challenging geometries. Different geometrical features that could be seen in functional
parts, such as steep overhangs, thin walls, and variations in cross section, will be included to see
if flaws form. It is necessary to be able to induce intentional flaws to investigate the detection
capabilities of in situ monitoring and CT.
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